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What is a «definition»?

to state or set forth the meaning of (a 
word, phrase, etc.)

to explain or identify the nature or 
essential qualities of



Challenges to Berlin definition

Brings under same
Umbrella vary differnt
patients (from Malaria 

to pancreatitis

PaO2/FiO2 depends
on the conditions you

measure it!

Syndrome, not a 
disease!

Mortality is
affected by many

other factors!

Not always
applicable!

Not 
sensitive/specific

of DAD



The «kigali» definition of ARDS



PEEP and stratification of outcome



When should we diagnose ARDS?



ACUTE RESPIRATORY DISTRESS 
SYNDROME IN ADULTS

By D.G. Ashbaugh et al. The Lancet, 1967.

“THE CLINICAL PATTERN, … INCLUDES SEVERE 
DYSPNOEA, TACHYPNOEA, CYANOSIS THAT IS 

REFRACTORY TO OXYGEN THERAPY, LOSS OF LUNG 
COMPLIANCE, AND DIFFUSE ALVEOLAR INFILTRATION 

SEEN ON CHEST X-RAYS”

…to explain or identify the nature or essential qualities of….



Why are we so confused when it comes to ARDS definition?

For 50 years we looked for….
ARDS Berlin definition





ARDS from Berlin to Kgali. Where next?
Berlin

Kigali

Marion Island



Other «directions»?

Aggregate on “broad” clinical aspects
Hypoxaemia requiring PPV

Defined based on “biological mechanisms”



«Unilateral» respiratory failure vs ARDS («bilateral») 

Higher Peak 
Pressure



«Unilateral» respiratory failure vs ARDS («bilateral») 

2 Quadrants-Bilateral (ARDS) 2 Quadrants-Unilateral

Two quadrants (bilateral)- ARDS

Two quadrants (unilateral)

No difference in 
severity or 

management





PEEP changes and mortality

Yehya N, Ann Am Thorac Soc Vol 18, No 
5, pp 857–864, May 2021





Other «directions»?

Aggregate on “broad” clinical aspects
Hypoxaemia requiring PPV

Defined based on “biological mechanisms”









ARDS
SevereModerateMild

Cardiac

Severity layer

Septic

Auto 
Immune

Etiology Layer

Inflammatory Layer

AHRF

Hyper-Hypo-

Proposal for the «Marion Island» definition….

Name

200 mmHg 120 mmHg300 mmHg

12/24 hrs?

PaO2/FiO2<300
PEEP > 5
Some infiltrates



SevereModerateMild

Cardiac

Severity layer
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Example 1: study on NIV

Name

200 mmHg 120 mmHg300 mmHg



SevereModerateMild

Cardiac

Severity layer

Septic

Auto 
Immune

Etiology Layer

Inflammatory Layer
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Example 2: study on Anti-inflammatory dug

Name

200 mmHg 120 mmHg300 mmHg



“ARDS” since Berlin: new considerations for a new definition

If ARDS=DAD, should we abandon the idea of 
diagnosing it with clinical criteria?
Reappraise the concept of AHRF as a useful concept to 
study interventions beneficial to all these patients.
Target with drugs specific biological mechanisms, 
identified by biomarkers?
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